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Abstract
Inspired by the excess of gamma rays from the Galactic Center, we confront a number of simplified dark
matter models with experimental data. Assuming a single dark matter particle coupled to standard matter
via a spin-0 mediator, we compare model evidences for Majorana fermion, real scalar and real vector dark
matter candidates. We consider dark matter annihilation into various fermionic final states contributing to
the observed differential gamma ray flux. Our likelihood function also includes the dark matter relic density,
its elastic scattering cross section with nuclei, and collider limits. Using Bayesian inference we confine the
mass and couplings strengths of the dark matter and mediator particle. Our results show that, if the gamma
ray excess is due to dark matter the above parameters are well constrained by the observations. We find that
the Majorana fermion dark matter model is supported the most by the data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Dark matter (DM) is a mysterious component of the Universe: it constitutes nearly 25% of its
energy density [1] but its microscopic properties are largely unknown. To describe these micro-
scopic properties it is plausible to start with minimal and general theoretical assumptions. Effec-
tive field theory (EFT) is such an approach to describe the interactions between dark and standard
matter [2]. In this framework all degrees of freedom, other than the single dark matter candidate,
are typically assumed to be either heavy enough to be integrated out or coupling to the observ-
able sector with negligible strength. In some cases, however, the EFT approach to dark matter
is unsatisfactory. At a collider, or when high momentum transfer is possible, the EFT is quickly
pushed to its limit of applicability [3–5]. Avoiding such drawbacks of the EFT, a more flexible
theory alternative is extending effective operators by introducing a mediator field between dark
and standard matter [6, 7].
While theoretical models of dark matter become more and more sophisticated a substantial ex-
perimental effort is dedicated to the detection dark matter particles. One of the most promising av-
enues to this is indirect detection: the observation of annihilation or decay products of dark matter.
Amongst the indirect signals of dark matter, the flux of gamma rays gains particular attentions [8].
Over the last five years an increasingly significant deviation from a background expectation has
been isolated in the measurements of the Fermi-LAT satellite [9–15]. This deviation is apparent
in high energy photons, gamma rays around 2 GeV, originating from an extended region centered
on the Galactic Center. At the moment the source of the excess photons is uncertain. They could
originate from dark matter annihilation, from a population of millisecond pulsars or supernova
remnants [16], or from cosmic rays injected in a sequence of burst-like or continuous events at the
galactic center [17]. Based on their the spectra and luminosity function it is, however, challenging
to explain the excess with millisecond pulsars [18, 19].
Recently, Daylan et al. re-analyzed data from the Large Area Telescope (LAT) on board the
Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope (Fermi) [20] and found excess flux of gamma rays from
the direction of the Galactic Center. They concluded that the 1 ∼ 3 GeV gamma ray signal is
statistically significant and appears to originate from dark matter particles annihilating rather than
standard astrophysical sources [15]. This gamma ray excess drew the attention of a number of
particle model builders and phenomenologists [6, 16, 17, 21, 22].
The shape of the peak in the energy spectrum is broadly consistent with gamma rays emitted
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from the self-annihilation of dark matter particles [15, 23–28]. The intensity of the observed signal
is consistent with an annihilation cross section that is required for a dark matter particle to freeze
out with the observed abundance [21, 29–33]. Finally, the diffuse spherical nature and morphology
of the excess gamma rays is consistent with a Navarro-Frenk-White-like spatial distribution of dark
matter within our Galaxy [34]. For these reasons the Fermi-LAT gamma ray excess is considered
by some as a smoking gun for the first indirect detection of dark matter particles.
Unfortunately, the conclusion that we discovered dark matter cannot be drawn just yet. We not
only have to try to exclude the possibility of a standard astrophysical explanation, but we also need
a full concordance between the various pieces of data that point to a dark matter particle with a
given mass, spin, and interaction strength to the standard sector. To this end, we have to determine
the properties of dark matter that the galactic center gamma ray excess implies and then we have
to observe dark matter particles with the same properties by other means, such as direct detection
or collider production. The main aim of this paper is the first step: extraction of the microscopic
properties of dark matter particles from the gamma ray excess and other existing limits on dark
matter.
Previous studies of this gamma ray excess either considered specific dark matter candidates
coupling only to a certain standard fermion (mostly bb¯) and/or fixed the dark matter particle mass
(typically to ∼ 35 GeV). By contrast, we use a model independent approach and allow the dark
matter mass and couplings to vary. We consider a single dark matter particle with a mediator that
couples to various standard fermions. Our dark matter particle thus annihilates to several final
states which all contribute to the differential gamma ray flux. We show that, under the assumption
that the gamma ray excess originates from such a dark matter candidate, the data constrain the
model parameters fairly well. Our likelhood function also contains other observables such as the
relic density of dark matter, the dark matter-nucleus elastic scattering cross section, and collider
limits. Using Bayesian inference, we confine the mass and couplings strengths of the dark matter
and mediator particle [35].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summarize the simplified dark mat-
ter models we consider. In Sec. III, we discuss dark matter observables: dark matter abundance,
gamma rays from the Galactic Center, direction detection and collider detection. Our numerical
results are given in Sec. IV. We summarize our conclusions in Sec. V. We collect the formulae of
Bayesian inference and likelihood functions in the Appendix.
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II. THEORETICAL HYPOTHESES
In this section we describe the theoretical hypotheses which we test using the gamma ray and
other data. As stated in the introduction, we use a simplified model as a more realistic description
of the interactions between dark and standard matter. Inspired by the Higgs portal mechanism [36,
37], we restrict the mediator to be a spin-0 field, that is a real scalar particle S, in our study. We
consider three different hypotheses for the identity of the dark matter particle: real scalar (φ),
Majorana fermion (χ), and real vector (X). These dark matter candidates couple to the mediator
with interactions shown in Table I [6].
Hypothesis real scalar DM Majorana fermion DM real vector DM
DM-mediator interaction Lφ ⊃ µφmφ
2
φ2S Lχ ⊃ iλχ
2
χ¯γ5χS LX ⊃ µXmX
2
XµXµS
TABLE I: Dark matter to mediator couplings in the three different dark matter hypothesis we consider.
In Table I we require the interaction strengths of φ and X to be proportional to the dark matter
mass so that one obtains dimensionless couplings µφ and µX . The interaction between the mediator
and standard fermions f is assumed to be:
LS ⊃ λf f¯fS. (1)
In line with minimal flavor violation (MFV) [38], we only consider the third generation standard
fermions, i.e. f = b, t, τ .
We assume, for simplicity, that mediator pair final states are not present in the dark matter an-
nihilation and only consider s-channel annihilation diagrams. According to the power counting
of dark matter transfer momentum or velocity [39], with the bi-linears in Table I and Eq. (1), the
annihilation cross sections of the three candidates are not velocity suppressed, i.e. σv ∼ 1. The
dark matter-nucleon elastic scattering cross section for the fermion candidate is momentum sup-
pressed, while it is non-suppressed for the scalar and vector cases. The resulting direct detection
cross sections are all spin-independent (SI).
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III. OBSERVABLES
A. Dark Matter Abundance
We assume that the single dark matter candidate follows the standard thermal evolution in the
early Universe and as the temperature decreases it freezes out leaving an average relic abundance.
We use micrOmegas version 3.6.9 to calculate this abundance [40]. Our likelihood function in-
cludes this observable, together with the experimental value determined by WMAP and Planck [1]
ΩDMh
2 = 0.1199± 0.0027. (2)
We require the relic density of the dark matter candidate to be close to the above central value, that
is we use a Gaussian for this part of the likelihood function.
B. Gamma Rays from the Galactic Center
In our scenario the gamma ray flux observed by Fermi-LAT is generated by the annihilation
of self-conjugate dark matter particles. The double-differential flux of photons as the function of
energy Eγ and observation region ∆Ω is given by
d2Φγ
dEγdΩ
=
〈σv〉
8pim2DM
(∑
f
Bf
dN fγ
dEγ
)
J(ψ). (3)
Here 〈σv〉 is the thermally averaged dark matter annihilation cross section, Bf is the annihilation
branching fraction into the ff¯ final state, and dN fγ /dEγ is the energy spectrum of photons pro-
duced in one annihilation channel with the final state ff¯ . The J factor in Eq. (3) is the function of
the direction of observation ψ
J(ψ) =
∫
los
ρ2(r)dl, (4)
with
r =
√
l2 + r2 − 2lr cosψ, (5)
and a generalized Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) dark matter galactic distribution [41]
ρ(r) = ρ0
(r/rs)
−γ
(1 + r/rs)3−γ
. (6)
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FIG. 1: The spectrum of gamma rays produced from dark matter annihilation into individual bb¯, τ+τ− and
tt¯ final states with 20 GeV and 200 GeV dark matter mass, respectively.
Here the radius of the galactic diffusion disk is rs = 20 kpc, the solar distance from the Galactic
Center is r = 8.5 kpc, and ρ0 is set to reproduce the local dark matter density ρ(r) = ρDM =
0.3 GeV/cm3. Following Ref. [15] we fix the inner slope of NFW halo profile as γ = 1.26 and
ψ = 5◦ in order to avoid bremsstrahlung and other secondary processes [21].
In Fig. 1 we show the key component that determines the energy distribution of the gamma
ray flux, that is the differential yield dN fγ /dEγ , for the three final states we consider. As seen
from Eq. (3), the differential yield is the branching fraction weighted sum of the differential yields
into specific final states. Contrary to previous gamma ray studies with dark matter annihilating
into only bb¯, we sum over the contributions of the three individual Standard Model (SM) fermions
(b, t, τ ). As Bf is model-dependent, the gamma ray data plays an important role in constraining
the three different models we consider.
The gamma ray spectral data points that we input into our Gaussian likelihood function are
taken from Fig. 5 in Ref. [15]. We use micrOmegas version 3.6.9 to evaluate the theoretical
prediction for the differential gamma ray flux [40].
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C. Dark Matter Direct Detection
As we only consider the scalar current between the mediator and the third generation quarks,
the strength of the mediator-nucleon (N ) interaction reads
gSNN =
2
27
mNfTG
∑
f=b,t
λf
mf
. (7)
Above fTG = 1 − fNTu − fNTd − fTs and we adopt fpTu = fnTd = 0.02, fpTd = fnTu = 0.026,
fTs = 0.043 [6, 42, 43].
The elastic scattering cross section of fermionic dark matter χ, as indicated in Sec. II A, is
suppressed by powers of velocity [6]
σSIχN '
µ2χNv
2
0
2m2χ
µ2χNλ
2
χ
pim4S
g2SNN , (8)
where v0 is the mean speed of dark matter which is fixed to be v0 = 220 km/s for simplicity, and
µχN = mχmN/(mχ +mN) is the reduced DM-nucleon mass. The cross sections of the scalar and
vector DM candidates are neither velocity nor momentum suppressed [6]:
σSIφN '
µ2φNµ
2
φ
4pim4S
g2SNN , σ
SI
XN '
µ2XNµ
2
X
4pim4S
g2SNN . (9)
For the spin dependent dark matter-proton elastic scattering cross section we use the combined
upper limits of DAMIC [44], CDMSlite [45] and LUX [46] implemented in an error function
shaped likelihood function.
D. Collider Detection of Dark Matter
As we only consider couplings of the mediator to the third generation quarks in our models, the
most stringent collider constraint is from the direct search for dark matter associated with bottom
or top quarks at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) as studied in Ref. [47, 48]. In Ref. [48] searches
of mono-b jet and top in pairs plus missing energy at 8 TeV LHC are analyzed to give limits on
the heavy scalar mediator scale for fermionic dark matter operator. These limits are obtained for
the following effective interaction:
mf
M3∗
χ¯χf¯f. (10)
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In order to apply this limit on our models, we need to match the cut-off scale M∗ to the effective
scaleM simp,f∗ that applies in our model, in which the latter depends on the particular final state ff¯ .
To achieve this matching we use the following relation:
M simp,f∗ =
3
√
m2Smf
λχλf
> M limit,f∗ , f = b, t. (11)
Here M limit,f∗ is the collider limit for a particular heavy quark f given in Ref. [48].
The above constraint is based on the effective field theory framework. We have to consider
the validity of effective field theory and the condition of applying the constraint in Eq. (11). The
condition for integrating out the mediator requires a mediator mass greater than the momentum
transfer: mS > q. In addition, the kinematics of the mediator decaying to a pair of dark matter
particles imposes q > 2mχ, which leads to a minimal requirement on mS: mS > 2mχ [3]. This
condition, however, may not be sufficient taking into account the selection cuts in Ref. [48]. We
thus use mS > max(2mχ, EcutT ) as the required condition in Eq. (11), where E
cut
T is the cut on
transverse missing energy adopted in Ref. [48] with EcutT = 350 (225) GeV for a b (t) quark.
Apart from the observables discussed above, there are other indirect probes which can be rel-
evant in shaping the parameter space, for instance the measurement of radio emission and the
local antiproton spectrum. Most recently, Cholis, Hooper, and Linden critically reevaluated radio
constraints on annihilating dark matter in Ref. [49]. They found that electron energy losses are
dominated by inverse Compton scattering rather than by synchrotron radiation which considerably
relaxes the radio frequency constraints, while convective winds may further weaken synchrotron
bounds. Taking this into account radio constraints on annihilating dark matter are generally weaker
than those derived from current gamma-ray observations.
Specifically, the left frame of Fig. 2 in Ref. [49] shows that, under reasonable assumptions on
the dark matter halo profile and convection, after taking inverse Compton scattering into account
the radio data do not constrain dark matter annihilation at thermal rates for mDM > 10 GeV.
Depending on the speed of the convective wind the limits may not affect dark matter annihilating
at the thermal rate down to about 1 GeV. Since our 95 % confidence regions are spread between
mDM ' 10−100 GeV for the most likely Majorana fermion case, based on Ref. [49], we conclude
that our results are not changed by radio constraints. For the less likely real scalar and vector dark
matter candidates the 95 % confidence regions covermDM ' 2.5−30 GeV, which could be mildly
affected at the low mass regions.
Similarly, Bringmann, Vollmann, and Weniger recently updated charged cosmic-ray constraints
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on light dark matter in Ref. [50]. The authors adapt the specific assumptions that are required by
the putative dark matter signal indicated by the gamma-ray excess from the Galactic center region.
They found that cosmic-ray positron data disfavor dark matter annihilation to light leptons, or
democratically to all leptons, which does not affect our conclusions. Cosmic-ray antiprotons are
in tension with dark matter annihilation to any combination of quark final states but only AMS-02
data will be able to rule out or confirm the dark matter hypothesis.
In particular, Fig. 5 in Ref. [50] shows that the significant uncertainty of the propagation
parameters implies that antiproton data still allow for thermal dark matter annihilation into bb¯ final
states at the thermal rate formDM ' 10−20 GeV. Fig. 4, additionally, shows that antiproton limits
for the bb¯ final state flatten out for mDM < 10 GeV. These two facts combined with the theoretical
and experimental uncertainty in the relic abundance calculation allows us to argue that our 98 %
confidence regions may not be significantly affected by the present antiproton limits either.
IV. RESULTS
We coded the Lagrangian of the simplified dark matter models in FeynRules [51]. Subsequent
calculations, including the dark matter relic density, differential gamma ray flux, and direct de-
tection cross section are done using micrOmegas [40]. Nested sampling and posterior distribution
calculations are performed by MultiNest [52]. Due to their modest ranges we use log priors for all
parameters. We defer details of our statistical analysis and likelihood functions to Appendix.
In the numerical calculation we fix the coupling of dark matter to the mediator as λχ = µφ =
µX = 1 and scan mχ,φ,X ,mS and λb,t,τ in the range of 1 − 103 GeV and 10−5 − 10 respectively.
We first show the posterior probability distribution taking into account of gamma ray data, relic
density, and direct detection below and discuss the LHC constraint at the end.
In Figs. 2, 3 and 4, we show the posterior probability distributions as a function of (a) DM mass,
(b) mS and (c) λf (f = b, t, τ ) for the Majorana fermion, real scalar and real vector dark matter
models, respectively. One can see that the preferred dark matter mass is in a narrow region around
some certain value for all three candidates, that is mχ ' 35 GeV, mφ,X ' 8 GeV. For scalar and
vector dark matter a resonance funnel value of the mediator mass is favored, that is mS ' 2mφ,X ,
while its distribution has bimodal structure for the fermionic case, mS . 10 GeV or mS & 100
GeV. Amongst the mediator to standard fermions couplings λb is strongly favored for Majorana
fermion dark matter. In the real scalar and vector cases the tau lepton final state has a comparable
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contribution to that of the b quark. The bimodal structure of the mediator mass in the fermionic
case is due to the relatively large coupling to b quark λb ' 10−2 compared to λb ' 10−3 in the
other two models. The smaller λb values, and the favored resonance funnel value of mS for the
scalar and vector models, are induced by the requirement of evading direct detection limits as the
cross sections are not suppressed in these two cases.
After marginalizing the posterior probability to two model parameters, we obtain the 1 and 2σ
credible regions shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 for the three models. For Majorana fermion dark matter,
we obtain 0.0025(0.004) . λb . 6(0.04), λτ . 1.6(0.01) at 1(2)σ credible level. As the dark
matter mass mχ is favored to be in the region 10(15) − 100(70) GeV < mt at the 1(2)σ credible
level, and the elastic scattering cross section with nuclei is velocity-suppressed (c.f. Eq. (8)), the
tt¯ channel is forbidden and the direct detection limits do not affect this scenario. Consequently λt
is not constrained in this case. The mediator mass has two favored 2σ regions: 102 . mS . 103
GeV and 1 . mS . 40 GeV, while the whole range of 1 < mS < 103 GeV is available at the 1σ
credible level. The two favored regions of mS give two spin-independent scattering cross section
regions evading the direct detection limits for fermionic dark matter, as seen in Fig. 5 (d). The
heavy mediator masses, unfortunately, lead to σSI partly lower than neutrino background.
For the real scalar dark matter model, we obtain 0.0001(0.00015) . λb . 1(0.01),
0.00025(0.0004) . λτ . 6(0.025) at 1(2)σ credible level. As the scattering cross section on
nuclei is sizable compared to the fermionic case and proportional to λ2t , the large λt region is con-
strained by direct detection although the tt¯ channel is not allowed, which results in λt . 1(0.01)
at 1(2)σ credible level. The dark matter and mediator mass, mφ and mS , both have single fa-
vored region: 2.5(4) . mφ . 32(20) GeV, 5(8) . mS . 630(80) GeV at 1(2)σ credible level.
The favored region of spin-independent direct detection cross section is narrow, i.e. two orders of
magnitude below the LUX limit.
In the real vector dark matter case, we have 0.0001(0.0003) . λb . 0.1(0.003),
0.0004(0.001) . λτ . 0.6(0.01) at 1(2)σ credible level. For the same reason as in the scalar
case, the top quark coupling stays in the favored region λt . 0.1(0.01) at 1(2)σ credible level.
The dark matter and mediator mass, mX and mS , are favored in lower regions than for the scalar
model: 2.5(4) . mX . 32(20) GeV, 5(10) . mS . 160(40) GeV at 1(2)σ credible level. The
small favored vector dark matter mass gives σSI ' 10−8 − 10−6 pb.
Using Bayesian statistics, we can compare the relative viability of our dark matter models. We
use Bayes factors, defined as the ratio of the model evidences, to perform such a model compar-
10
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FIG. 2: Posterior probability distribution as a function of (a) mχ, (b) mS and (c) λf (f = b, t, τ ) for
Majorana fermion DM.
ison. In Table II we show the natural logarithm of the Bayes factors for the dark matter models
we consider. According to Jeffreys’ scale [53], the Majorana fermion model is moderately favored
over the vector model, which in turn is strongly favored against the scalar model.
ln( evidenceAevidenceB ) χB φB XB
χA 0 +10.0 +2.60
φA − 0 -7.40
XA − − 0
TABLE II: The natural logarithm of model evidence ratios (Bayes factors) for the three dark matter models
we considered: real scalar φ, Majorana fermion χ, and real vector X .
Finally, we discuss the LHC constraint on the Majorana fermion dark matter model. According
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FIG. 3: Posterior probability distribution as a function of (a) mφ, (b) mS and (c) λf (f = b, t, τ ) for real
scalar DM.
to Fig. 5 (c) the minimal condition of applying the LHC limit i.e. mS > 2mχ gives ∼ 100 GeV
of minimal mS in the favored region which is smaller than the missing energy cut EcutT . Together
with the favored coupling λb, λt we obtain the minimal M simp,f∗ :
M simp,b∗ >
3
√
3502 ·mb
1 · 10−2 ' 380 GeV, M
simp,t
∗ >
3
√
2252 ·mt
1 · 1 ' 205 GeV. (12)
They are both larger than the maximal lower limit on cut-off scale M limit,b∗ ' 100(130) GeV and
M limit,t∗ ' 110(130) GeV obtained at the 8 (14) TeV LHC [48]. We also include the LHC limit in
our numerical calculation and find our results indeed do not change. Thus, we can conclude that
LHC limit does not give stringent constraint on our model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We use the stretched effective operators to introduce spin-0 mediating particle in general dark
matter models with Majorana fermion, real scalar and vector candidates. We then sum over the
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FIG. 4: Posterior probability distribution as a function of (a) mX , (b) mS and (c) λf (f = b, t, τ ) for real
vector DM.
contributions of the third generation SM fermions into gamma ray spectrum in the calculation
of differential gamma ray flux. In our analysis we use the gamma-ray data points shown in the
right frame of Fig. 5 in Ref. [15]. As a result the gamma ray data strictly constrains our model
parameters and dark matter mass. We also calculate dark matter relic density, elastic scattering
cross section and effective collider limit and contrast them with experiments. Using Bayesian
inference we confine the most fundamental properties of dark matter particles, such as their mass
and interaction strength with ordinary matter and force particles.
We find
• the combination of gamma ray data, relic density and direct detection set stringent constraint
on the three models we consider but the search for dark matter particle at the LHC does not;
• posterior probability distributions show that the favored DM mass is in a narrow region
around some certain value: mχ ' 35 GeV, mφ,X ' 8 GeV. The mediator mass mS favors
mS ' 2mφ,X for scalar and vector DM, while for fermionic DM case: mS . 10 GeV
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FIG. 5: Posterior probability distribution marginalized to (a) λτ vs. λb, (b) λt vs. λb, (c) mS vs. mχ and (d)
σSI vs. mχ for Majorana fermion DM. The light and dark regions correspond to 1 and 2σ credible regions,
respectively.
or mS & 100 GeV. The mediator-SM fermions coupling λb is strongly favored for Majo-
rana fermion (λb ' 10−2) DM. In real scalar and vector cases, tau lepton has comparable
contribution as b quark (λb ' 10−3);
• favored regions of parameters and direct detection cross section in Majorana fermion DM
model at 1(2)σ credible level:
0.0025(0.004) . λb . 6(0.04), λτ . 1.6(0.01), λt unconstrained,
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FIG. 6: Posterior probability distribution marginalized to (a) λτ vs. λb, (b) λt vs. λb, (c) mS vs. mφ and
(d) σSI vs. mφ for real scalar DM.
10(15) . mχ . 102(70) GeV, mS unconstrained (102 . mS . 103 GeV, 1 . mS . 40
GeV),
σSI ∼ 10−18 − 10−9 pb;
• favored regions of parameters and direct detection cross section in real scalar DM model at
1(2)σ credible level:
0.0001(0.00015) . λb . 1(0.01), 0.00025(0.0004) . λτ . 6(0.025), λt . 1(0.01),
2.5(4) . mφ . 32(20) GeV, 5(8) . mS . 630(80) GeV,
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FIG. 7: Posterior probability distribution marginalized to (a) λτ vs. λb, (b) λt vs. λb, (c) mS vs. mX and
(d) σSI vs. mX for real vector DM.
σSI ∼ 10−8 − 10−6 pb;
• favored regions of parameters and direct detection cross section in real vector DM model at
1(2)σ credible level:
0.0001(0.0003) . λb . 0.1(0.003), 0.0004(0.001) . λτ . 0.6(0.01), λt . 0.1(0.01),
2.5(4) . mX . 32(20) GeV, 5(10) . mS . 160(40) GeV,
σSI ∼ 10−8 − 10−6 pb;
• the Majorana fermion DM model has moderate evidence against the real vector DM one
16
while the latter case is strongly favored against scalar DM model.
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Appendix A: Bayesian Inference
In this section we summarize the statistical background of our analysis. Let P (A|I) and P (B|I)
denote the plausibility of two non-exclusive propositions, A and B, in light of some prior infor-
mation, I . The probability that both A and B are correct is given by the conditional expression
P (AB|I) = P (A|BI)P (B|I). (A1)
Bayes theorem follows from the symmetry of the conditional probability under the exchange of A
and B:
P (A|BI) = P (B|AI)P (A|I)
P (B|I) . (A2)
In this context P (A|I) is typically called the prior probability and represents the plausibility of our
hypothesis given the information prior to the observation of B. The likelihood function P (B|AI)
indicates how accurately the hypothesis can replicate the data. The posterior probability P (A|BI)
quantifies the plausibility of the hypothesis A given the data B. The evidence P (B|I) serves to
normalize the posterior.
For theoretical models with a continuous parameter θ Bayes’ theorem can be recast in the form
P(θ|B, I) = L(B|θ, I)pi(θ, I)
(B, I)
. (A3)
The posterior distribution can be used to estimate the most likely region of θ. The evidence is
calculated via an integral over the full parameter space
(B, I) =
∫
θ
L(B|θ, I)pi(θ, I)dθ. (A4)
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For more than one continuous parameters, θi, marginalization is performed by integrating the
posterior over various parameters in the higher dimensional parameter space
P(θj) =
∫ ∏
i 6=j
dθiP(θi). (A5)
Appendix B: Likelihood Functions
Whenever an experimental central value is available with an uncertainty, we cast the likelihood
function in the form of a Gaussian distribution centered on the measured value with standard
deviation equal to the uncertainty:
Li(d|θ, I) = 1√
2piσ
Exp
(
−(x(θ)− d)
2
2σ2
)
. (B1)
For experiments that only place a bound on a particular parameter, the likelihood function takes
the form of a complementary error function:
Li(d|θ, I) = 1
2
Erfc
(
±x(θ)− d
σ
)
, (B2)
where the + (−) sign is used for an upper (lower) limit. The composite likelihood combines
likelihood functions for various data points di at the parameter point θ:
L(D|θ, I) =
∏
i
Li(di|θ, I). (B3)
We assume that the theoretical calculations of relic density and direct detection have a uniform
uncertainty of 50% and 10% respectively throughout the whole parameter space. We stipulate a
10% uncertainty of the collider limit and that the experimental and theoretical uncertainties are
the same for gamma ray data and direct detection. We combine experimental and theoretical
uncertainties in quadrature.
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